This paper is the second part of a work dealing with two Schiitzenberger's conjectures on variable-length codes. It contains the detailed proofs of the characterization that we obtained for the degree and the decomposability of finite maximal codes over the alphabet {a, b} with at most 3 occurrences of the letter b in each word.
L Introduction
Codes are natural and important objects in formal language theory; a number of interesting results have been achieved since the 1950s when an algebraic approach to this theory was initiated by Schfitzenberger [21] , Berstel and Perrin [1] . Indeed, it is the study of the bases of free submonoids of A*; a subset of C of A* being a code if any word of A* has at most one factorization into words of C. In spite of their simple definition, the structure of the codes is far from being understood and described; old conjectures still open today try to explain how they could be constructed.
In this spirit, this paper intends to describe some important structural properties for a particular family of codes. It constitutes the second part of a work where we develop and use algebraic methods to study and characterize efficiently combinatorial properties of codes [5, 6] .
Schiitzenberger proposed the conjecture that any finite maximal code could be reduced to a prefix code by moving letters inside the words of the code [18] . This conjecture is really interesting since constructing prefix codes is very easy, and by opposition to general codes, their structure and properties are well known. This combinatorial property for finite maximal codes can be translated in algebraic terms: the conjecture has been generalized in the so-called factorization conjecture formulated in terms of noncommutative polynomials of Z(AS. It states that any finite maximal code C _ A* is factorizing, i.e. there exist finite subsets P, S of A* such that _C-1 =_P(A_ -1)_S (where _X denotes the characteristic polynomial of X). These two conjectures are unsolved, they have only partial answers [18, 20] . Particularly, it has been proved in [19, 12, 9, 10] that n-codes with n~< 3 are all factorizing (an n-code is a finite maximal code over the alphabet {a, b} with at most 3 occurrences of the letter b in each word). Moreover, algorithms exist to construct the polynomials _P and _S appearing in the equality C-1 =_P(_A-1)S. Very recently, it has been proved that 4-codes containing the word b 4 are all factorizing [24] .
We are here interested in 3-codes. We characterize the degree and decomposability of 3-codes C~_A* from the equalities _C-I=_P(A_--I)S that they satisfy. These notions give informations about the structure of codes: roughly speaking the degree is a parameter classifying each code and the decomposability shows how general codes are constructed using simpler codes. In another conjecture proposed by Schiitzenberger, it was thought that codes had 'simple' degree and decomposability, but this conjecture has been solved negatively [7, 3, 17, 23] , showing how it is important to study the concepts of degree and decomposability for codes. These two notions have both an algebraic and a combinatorial definition. Algebraic tools are here mainly used in the proofs, to establish combinatorial properties of 3-codes.
The case of 1-codes and 2-codes has already been presented with details in a former paper I-6]. In particular, in the first part of our work [6] , we have developed two algebraic tools using formal power series. One is a characterization of codes C ~_ A* satisfying _C -1 =_P(A_ -1)_S for different pairs (_P, _S). It will be useful in the study of the degree of 3-codes. The second one deals with decomposability of codes. It is an algebraic characterization of decomposable n-codes (1 ~< n ~< 3) and is again related to the pairs (P_, _S).
The paper is organized in four sections as follows. In Section 2, we precise our notations and vocabulary: we recall the notions of degree and decomposability of codes, the concept of factorizing codes, the factorization conjecture and its partial answers. Section 3 deals with algebraic techniques used to study the degree and the decomposability of codes, it also introduces the Krasner factorizations which are particular cyclic factorizations of Zn. Moreover, we give the structure of the pairs (P, S) related to the factorizing 3-codes. Section 4 contains our results, in particular, Theorem 4. i where 3-codes with degree > 1 are characterized using Krasner factorizations. The proof is established by a sequence of lemmas and propositions. A rather technical part of it is detailed in the appendix. The end of Section 4 is concerned with decomposability of 3-codes.
The collection of lemmas and propositions leading to Theorem 4.1 could seem long and technical. We did much effort to shorten the proofs. But the same difficulty appears everywhere: we are concerned with polynomials in NI-a] rather than in Z [a], few tools in algebra deal with polynomials with positive coefficients. For instance, we did not succeed to give a 'short' proof for some divisibility properties of polynomials in N[a] as in Lemmas 4.10 and 4.12. In the same way, we put in the appendix the more technical proof. The last section of paper deals with some comments about some generalization of the appendix's result.
Preliminaries
We first recall the definitions and basic properties of codes. We introduce notions of degree and decomposability for codes and we present factorizing codes and their properties. This section has not to be read systematically but will be referred when it is necessary. More details, examples and proofs can be found in [1, 2] .
Codes
Let A* be the free monoid generated by a finite alphabet A. A code C ~ A + is a set of words such that C _ A ÷ is a prefix code if no word of C is a proper left factor of another one, i.e. C c~ CA + = O. Suffix codes are defined symmetrically such that C c~ A ÷ C = O. A biprefix code is a code both prefix and suffix. A code C _ A ÷ is maximal if it is not strictly included in another code over A. In the case of finite maximal codes C, it can be proved that a unique power a n belongs to C for any letter aeA.
Degree-decomposability
The degree d(C)/> 1 is a parameter associated with any finite maximal code C; it is defined in terms of interpretations of words. The triple (r, w,/) is an interpretation of urA* (with respect to C) ifu = rwl with w~C*, r (resp. l) a proper right (resp. left) factor of some word in C. Two interpretations (r, w. l), (r', w', !') of u are adjacent if there exist
otherwise, they are disjoint. If 6c(U) denotes the maximal number of pairwise-disjoint interpretations of u, then the degree of C is d(C) = min {rc(U)[ u E C* and A*uA* r~ C = 0}.
A code with degree 1 is called synchronous, it is asynchronous in the opposite case.
Notice that if a finite maximal code contains a letter of the alphabet, then it is synchronous.
The composition is an operation which constructs a new code from two given codes. Consider two codes C1 -A ÷, C2 -B + such that each letter beB appears in the words of C2. If there exists a bijection tp from B onto C1, the set tp(C2)= C is a code over the alphabet A, denoted by C2o~C1 (or C2oC1).
One says that C = C2 ° C1 is obtained by composition of the codes C2 and C~. A code C_ A + is indecomposable if whenever C=C2 ° C~, then either C~ =A or C~ =C; otherwise, we say that C decomposes or is decomposable (over C1).
The notions of degree and decomposability are related by the following property.
Theorem 2.1. If C = C2 ° C1 is a finite maximal code, then
Factorizing codes
This section is concerned with the factorization conjecture and its partial solutions. We assume that the reader is familiar with the theory of noncommutative series.
For any semiring K, K((A)) (resp. K (A) is the ring of series (resp. polynomials) with noncommutative variables aeA and coefficients in K. For a series S, (S, w) denotes the coefficient of the word w in S. If X is a subset of A*, then X_=~x~xX denotes its characteristic series. The support supp(S) of a series S is equal to {weA*l(S, w)~0} and deg(S) denotes the degree of a polynomial S.
We now show the interplay between codes and polynomials 1-1, 2]. A code C over A is factorizing if there exist two subsets P,S of A* such that each word weA* uniquely factorizes into w=sxp with seS, xeC*, peP, or equivalently _C-1 = _P(_A -1)_S.
Finite maximal prefix (resp. suffix) codes C~_A ÷ are factorizing since _C-1 =_P(A_-I) (resp. _C-1 =(A_-1)_S) with P (resp. S) be the set of proper left (resp. right) factors of the words in C.
As a special case, if C is a factorizing code with P, S finite, then C is a finite maximal code. Conversely, if C is a finite maximal factorizing code, then P, S are finite sets. However it is not known whether any finite maximal code is always factorizing 1-1, 18]. In that case, we say that the pair (P, S), with P, S~Z(A), is a factorization of the code C. Notice that Theorem 2.3 states that any finite maximal code has at least one factorization, whereas Conjecture 2.2 holds if there exists a factorization (P, S) of C with P, S in N(A) (or equivalently with coefficients 0, 1).
In the same paper, Reutenauer has also obtained an algebraic description of _C related to the degree d(C) of the code C. The second statement of this theorem is more than a positive answer to Conjecture 2.2. It will be used several times in the forthcoming proofs. Notice that this second statement does not hold in general: it is already false for n = 6. On the other hand, 4-codes C with b*eC have been recently proved to be factorizing [24] .
Techniques
The degree and decomposability for 3-codes can be described in the same way than for 2-codes [6] but with more complex proofs due to the structure of 3-codes. We recall here the techniques that we developed in [6] . The idea is to connect the degree and the decomposability of 3-codes with their factorization (P, S).
Multiple factorizations
Papers by Perrin [17] and Bo6 [3] have established links between the degree of codes and the number of their factorizations (P, S). We have observed the same connections in our paper [6] . The following theorem describes in an algebraic way codes with multiple factorizations and will be used in the next section for studying the degree of 3-codes [6] . As a matter of fact, a more precise relation between P~, P2 and Sa, $2 can be proved [6] . 
Decomposability
In the same way, the property of decomposability of codes can be easily described using noncommutative polynomials [6] . Bo~ already used a similar argument in [3] . Conversely, if (7 is a n-code, 1 <<. n <~ 3, decomposable over the code Ca ~-A +, then
with P,S___ A* and P or S#I.
Cyclic factorizations
In the next sections, we will intensively use the algebraic tools detailed in Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 3.3. We will also need the notion of cyclic factorizations of Z, which naturally appear in the construction of factorizations (P, S) of 3-codes [10] (see also Section 3.4).
To simplify the notations, a M denotes the polynomial ~nEN(M,n)a"~N(a) with M a finite multiset of N. Given P, S two subsets of N, (P, S) is a cyclicfactorization of Z, if [13] VmeZ,,3lp~P, 3!seS: m=p+smodn.
Krasner proposed an algorithm to construct all the cyclic factorizations of Z, where the sum is as in N, without modulo n [15] . In the following, we call these particular cyclic factorizations (I, J) Krasner factorizations. Notice that this partition is again true for any finite sum of multisets I+J+ ... +K={0,1 ..... n-l} [4] . Some of our proofs will use a recursive definition of Krasner factorizations summarized in the next proposition [9] . Next proposition gives a method to construct a more general class of cyclic factorizations [14, 11] , used in the construction of any 3-code (see Theorem 3.7). However, the structure of general factorizations is unknown. The notation P ~> Q means that the polynomial P-Q has all its coefficients positive or null. 
Structure of 3-codes
In [10] , 3-codes are proved to be factorizing, moreover their structure is described: Krasner factorizations appear naturally in the form of factorizations (P, S) of 3-codes. The next theorem sums up these results. C" denotes the mirror image of C: it equals the set of words of C read from right to left. Theorem 3.7. Let C be a 3-code such that a"~C and 
The 3-code C = {a 4, ab, ba 2, aSba 2, a2ba 4, b 2, baba 2, baaba 2, ab 2, ababa 2, aba3ba 2, a2b2a 2, a2bab, a2ba2b, a2baSba z, a2b 3, a2b2aba 2, a2b2aaba 2, a2bab 2, a2bababa z, a2babaaba 2} is constructed as follows:
with ({0, 1 }, {0, 2}) a Krasner factorization of Z4, R = RouR2 = {0, 1, 2, 5}, Mr = 0 for any r~R\{2}, J2 = {0}, aJ(a -1)aM~ + 1 =aJ(a -1)a {°'2} + 1 =a4 >~0.
Degree and deeomposabifity
The main result of this paper is Theorem 4.1. It links the number of factorizations to the degree of any 3-code and it shows how simple are asynchronous 3-codes. It states that 3-codes have at most two factorizations, one when the degree is 1 and two when the degree is 2 or 3. In the asynchronous case, some particular Krasner factorizations describe the form of the two distinct factorizations in a way to construct them.
We conclude the section by some properties of decomposability for 3-codes (Section 4.3). The main fact is stated in Proposition 4.14: except for three particular biprefix codes of degree 3, any asynchronous 3-code is decomposable. Then C is the 3-code {a 4, ab, a3b, a2ba, a4ba, b 2, a2b 2, ab2a, baba, aab2a, a2baba, b3a, a2b3a}. It has degree 2 since (I, J', {0, k} ) = ({0, 2}, {0}, {0, 1 } ) is a Krasner factorization of Z4.
The 3-code C = {a 6, ba 2, aaba 2, aba, a4ba, a2b, ash, b2a, a3b2a, bah, a3bab, ab 2, a4b 2, b a, a3b 3 } satisfying the equality
has degree 3 because (I, J', {0, k, 2k }) = ({0, 3 }, {0}, {0, 1, 2} ) is a Krasner factorization of Z6.
Numerous lemmas and propositions progressively lead to Theorem 4.1. These results are collected into two groups, one (Section 4.1) dealing with properties of multiple factorizations of 3-codes, the other (Section 4.2) containing related properties with the degree. 
Multiple factorizations
We begin with two technical lemmas. The first one indicates that when we have few letters b inside the words of a code, then we can deduce interesting properties of the polynomials associated with it. Lemma 4.2. Let C be a 3-code, let 2~Z,X, Y,Z~Z(A)\O such that
Then two among supp(X), supp(Y), supp(Z) are included in a* and the last one is included in a*ua*u)ba*.
Proof. Let x,y,z~A* be defined as
As _C is a characteristic polynomial and C is a 3-code, the word w = xbzby belongs to C with Iwlb=3, i.e. IXlb+lYlb+lZlb=l. [] showing that Z~. b is a characteristic polynomial.
Consider the factorization (P, S) of C given by P = a t,
By Theorem 2.5, S has coefficients 0, ! only. So
Consequently, (Zo, ai)e{0, 1, 2} for any ieN. 
We have
We denote aJ=(A+an(a -l))a J', a F = aI(2 +(a -1)an).
By We have also a r = (2 + an(a-l))a t = a t + (1 + art(a-1))a t. 
H'=0 =~ (an',l)¢O,(an',l)52-1.

We recall from Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 that we have either (a) _C-1 (or _C ~-1) = a~(2(A -1) + (A -1)an(A_ -1))(aS'+ Y_a, b)
with 2 = 2 and the coefficients of a n equal to 0 or 1 or (b) C-1 =at(A(A_-1)+ (A_-1)(a n +Z_o,b)(A_-1))a s' with 2 = 2 or 3 and the coefficients of a n equal to 0, 1 or 2. Suppose 2=2. If H'=O, then (a n', 1)50, 51. So only case (b) is possible. We have (a n', 1)= 2 and 0~<(Q, 1)=((2-1)a t, 1)+(an'(a -1)a t, 1)= 1-2, which is a contradiction. It follows that if 2 = 2, then H' = 0 in both cases (a) and (b), H=a{0,1 ..... k-l} and a{0, l ..... n-1} = a t (2 + an(a --1))aS' = at(1 + ak)a s'.
By Proposition 3.4, (I,J', {0, k})is a Krasner factorization. The first two cases of the thesis hold.
Suppose 2 = 3. Then H' =0, otherwise at'= (2 + an(a-1))a t = (1 + 2ak)a t, while a t" is a characteristic polynomial. Moreover (a n', 1)50, 52. Since the coefficients of a n are equal to 0, 1 or 2, then (a n', 1)=1. Let l~N, l~> 1,H" a multiset of N such that a n' = a{O, 1 ..... I-l} + a~a W', with either H"=O, or min(H")>O, or {min(H")=O and (a n'', 1)=2}.
The third case leads to a contradiction. Indeed, in this case we have
<~ (Q, a t) = ((2 -1 + aU'(a -1))a 1, a l) =((1 +al+a~aU"(a -1))a t, at)=(a x +at+t,a')-2
showing that leI. A symmetrical argument with Q' implies that leJ'. So l e I c~ J' ~_ 1' c~ J' = {0} (Lemma 4.5), which is impossible. The case min(H")>0 also never holds. The proof of this property is technical and long, it is detailed in the appendix. So, H" is empty, 
Degree
As 3-codes contain either the word b, or the word b 2 or the word b a, they have at most degree 3. We know from Proposition 4.7 that 3-codes with two factorizations satisfy the following equation related to Krasner factorizations:
where 2 = 2 or 3. In the next propositions, we prove that 2 is exactly the degree of the code C. Consequently, synchronous 3-codes have only one factorization.
We begin with case (a) of Proposition 4.7. Cases (b) and (c) will be studied later in Proposition 4.11. 
. k-q, 1 <<,kin and (I,J', {0,k}) is a Krasner factorization of Z,. Then C has degree 2.
A way to compute the degree of a code is proposed in Theorem 2.1. We are therefore going to describe the codes over which C is decomposable using Proposition 3.3. We first establish a lemma which indicates, under the hypothesis of Proposition 4.8, the divisibility properties of the polynomial _Yo, b. The proof of the lemma requires some properties of cyclic factorizations summarized in the Proposition 4.9 [9] . 
Proof. C has the factorization (P, S) equal to e=a ~, S=(2 +aU(A_ -l))(aS'+ ~.v~vaN~ba~),
By hypothesis H={0 ..... k-1}. So 2+an(a -1)= 1 +a k and we get
S = (1 + ah)a s' + aUba s" + y. vE v( a~ + akaN~) bav + Y. v~ v aubaNvba~.
Denote aS= (1 + ak)a s'. By Theorem 3.7(a) we have aUbaS' + Y. v~ v( aN~ + akaN~) ba~ = ~,/~s aMJbaJ,
with ( 
As (1 +ak)at=a r (Lemma 4.5), we get
<~ aka ~ + aS~(a --1)a r <<, a t' + aN~(a--1)a r.
Moreover, Mv=HuNvu(k+Nv) is a subset of N, so min(Nv)>~k>0, l'=0modq (Proposition 3. Then, the first case never holds, and in the second one C has degree 3.
Before we prove the following lemma. Proof of Proposition 4,11. Consider the case 2=2. We will prove that if A is any alphabet containing a, with cardinality i> 2, if C is a code over A such that a"e C, then the following equation never holds: Consider now the case 2 = 3. The techniques are the same, but here the result is positive. As in Proposition 4.8, we will prove by induction over k that if C is a code over A with degree at most 3, such that   1,( o,01 ..... .1,.o,0, . .... then C has degree 3.
Let k = 1. We are going to show that
where Q is the characteristic polynomial of some finite maximal biprefix code with degree 3. Since deg(C)~>3, the conclusion will follow by Theorem 2.1. We have aH=2+a Cl={a,b} a, C2={aS, a2b, aba2,abab, ab2,ba, b2a2,b2ab, ba}, C3=C~. This property remains true for the general code C _ A*. Indeed, 
C_--I =at(3(A_--l)+(A_--l)(2+a+be~\aZ_a,b)(A_ --l))aZ'=at(Q--1)aJ' ,
Decomposability
We have seen that the asynchronous 3-codes are built with some simple Krasner factorizations (Theorem 4.1). This justifies why they are all decomposable, except for three particular biprefix codes with degree 3, as pointed out in the proof of Propositions 4.8 and 4.11. In other words, the indecomposable codes inside the family of 3-codes are necessarily synchronous. As for 2-codes, decomposability of synchronous 3-codes can be characterized.
Indeed, synchronous 3-codes have only one factorization (P,S) (Theorem 4.1(a)) which is described in Theorem 3.7; Proposition 3.3 provides a useful tool for studying decomposability, related to this factorization (P, S). Let us consider some examples. -1)(a {°' l} +a{2.3}b+a{O,3,4}ba2b) .
defines the 3-code C={a 4, b, ba, a2ba, a6b, aba2b, a7ba2b, ba3b, a2ba3b, b2a2b, ba3ba2b, ba4ba2b, a2b2a2b, a2ba3baZb, a2ba4ba2b}, d defines a 3-code C equal to {a 4, ab, a3ba 2, a2ba, a2ba 7, b 2, ab 2, a2bab, a2ba4b, a2baSb, b2a 2, ab2a 2, baba 2, ababa 2, a2ba2ba2, a2baSba 2, a2ba6ba 2, a2ba a, a2ba3b 2, a2ba4b 2, a2b3a 2, a2ba3b2a 2, a2ba4b2a2, a2b2aba 2, a2ba3baba 2, a2ba4baba2}. In the same way one proves that it is also synchronous and indecomposable. [] As shown in the previous examples, we are able to characterize indecomposable asynchronous 3-codes; the conditions are some divisibility properties of their unique factorization (P, S). These conditions are rather technical and we omit them. The way we obtained them is roughly as follows: let C be a 3-code with degree 1 and (P, S) its unique factorization. By Proposition 3.3, C is decomposable over the n-code C1, 1 ~<n~<3, iff
where C1 is a n-code, 1 ~< n ~< 3, and _P' or _S' # 1. We have also by Theorem 2.5, _cl -1 = _P"(a_ -1)_s" and then by unicity of (P, S), P = _P'_P", S=S"S'.
As factorizations of n-codes, l~<n~3, are well-known [19,9, 101 (see also Theorem 3.7), these last relations imply necessary and sufficient conditions for decomposability of C, they are detailed in [4] . By this way, the infinite family of indecomposable synchronous 3-codes of Example 4.3 is constructed in [4] . defines a 3-code C which is synchronous and indecomposable.
Further comments
The previous proofs show how it is sometimes difficult to establish properties of polynomials in N[a], when this is easier in Z[a]. We try several times to shorten the proof in the appendix, unsuccessfully. We have now the impression that it cannot be really shortened. Indeed, recall that in the appendix, two Krasner factorizations (I, J), (I', J') of Z, are related by the equations aF=a1(3+an(a-1) The very particular situation in the appendix gives a positive answer to this question and could justify a long technical proof. We do not know under which additional hypotheses the former question receives a positive answer. We also do not know that is the exact connection with 3-codes or with general codes.
In Proposition 4.7(c), we have skipped a part of the proof which is here presented in the next proposition, as it is rather technical.
The proposed proof uses properties of Krasner factorizations (see Section 3.3 and Proposition 4.9); some details are sometimes skipped. +ak+n'(a -1) ).
We have with h" =min(H"),
O<<.(Q, ak+h")=(aJ(1 +ak), ak+h")--(a ~+H'', ak+~").
So (al(1 + ak), a k + h') > 0, symmetrically (aS'(1 + ak), a k + h") > 0. Four cases are possible:
Each case leads to a contradiction. Indeed, the first case implies that 0 < h"~lc~J' ~_ lc~J = {0} (by Lemma 4.5). The second ease is similar. In the third case, h" e l, k + h" e J' ~_ J. As aS=aS' (3 +an(a -1) The idea of the proof is to use an induction on the two Krasner factorizations (I, J), (I', J') (as suggested by Proposition 3.5). We first consider the trivial cases.
Case 1: I'= {0} or J = {0}. This never holds. Indeed, if I'={0} (resp. J={0}), then ar=a' (3+an(a-1) )=l (resp. aa=aS' (3+an(a-1) Let us assume the contrary: min(H")>0. We will prove that this leads to a contradiction, as a consequence of the following claims (A), (B), (C) and (D). We assume q ~< q' (the other case is symmetrical).
(A) k=l, l~>2, q=2.
Recall that with a~(1 +aMJ(a -1))/>0, for any j. Let j=0, then anb-aN°b=aM°b, aU=aN°+a M°. OeMonNo since (a n, 1)=2. As an=2 +aa{0,1 ..... I-l} +aaSa x'', the conclusion follows by Proposition 4.9.
We now define R0 and R1 such that (Proposition 4.9): aa2R°= aJ(1 + a~°(a-1)) and ata 2~' =a~ (1 +aS°(a -1) ). Putting a= 1 in these equations we get lll=12Rol--12R~l.
From (a), we also have a{0,1 ..... q'-1} aq,li =aql~ +aa2RO+ataZ~,.
(,)
Finally, we define Suppose q' even, then m l = m2. On the other hand, by (.) and I/l= 12Rol = 12R 1 I, if t is even, then ml =2m2 which is impossible, if t is odd, then m2 =2ml which is again impossible.
(D) Case q' odd is impossible. We first prove that q'>3. J'~{0} and J' ~_J, q'~q'J't =J' ___ J=2Jl+{0, 1}. But q' is odd, so q'e2J~ + 1 and q'-1~2J1 ~_ J. Ifq'= 3, then 2e J, but 2 also belongs to I (as q = 2). This is impossible.
As q'> 3 is odd, for any veq'l'l, there exist at least two odd and two even integers g in v+{0 ..... q'-1}, so ml,m2>121q'l'xl .
We also have
Iml-m21<<,lq'l'll. We obtain the following contradiction: from (*) if t is even (resp. odd), as 1II=12Rol=12Rll, then mx =2m2 (resp. m2=2m1),
